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Challenges and Outlook in Robotic Manipulation
of Deformable Objects
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Abstract—Deformable object manipulation (DOM) is an
emerging research problem in robotics. The ability to manipulate
deformable objects endows robots with higher autonomy and
promises new applications in the industrial, services, and health-
care sectors. However, compared to rigid object manipulation,
the manipulation of deformable objects is considerably more
complex, and is still an open research problem. Tackling the
challenges in DOM demands breakthroughs in almost all as-
pects of robotics, namely hardware design, sensing, deformation
modeling, planning, and control. In this article, we highlight the
main challenges that arise by considering deformation and review
recent advances in each sub-field. A particular focus of our paper
lies in the discussions of these challenges and proposing promising
directions of research.

I. INTRODUCTION

UNTIL now, object rigidity is one of the common as-
sumptions in robotic grasping and manipulation. Strictly

speaking, all objects deform upon force interaction. Rigidity is
a valid assumption when object deformation can be neglected
in the tasks. Nevertheless, many objects that need to be ma-
nipulated by robots present non-neglectable deformation: from
micro surgical operation to challenging industrial assemblies
or marine nature sample collection.

While you are looking at this paper on your computer,
several deformable objects are within your sight — the power
cable that charges your computer, fabrics that make your
cloths, papers on the table. Robots need to be capable of
manipulating deformable objects to operate in human environ-
ments. This capability would benefit many application fields,
while posing fundamental research challenges. In this article,
we consider a generalized concept of manipulation where
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Fig. 1. Applications involving manipulation deformable objects from up down
left right: dressing assistance, cable harness, fruit harvesting, suturing.

grasping is also a part of the task. We will refer to the problem
as deformable object manipulation (DOM).

The tasks involved in DOM cover a board spectrum (with
examples shown in Fig. 1). These include: dressing assistance
in elderly care, cable harnessing in industrial automation,
harvesting and processing fruit and vegetables in agriculture,
surgical operations in medical services, multirobot large ob-
jects handling, to name a few.

On the technical side, addressing deformation introduces the
following technical challenges:

• the complication of sensing deformation,
• the infinite number of degrees of freedom of soft bodies,
• the complexity of nonlinearity in modeling deformation.

We believe overcoming these challenges is not only beneficial
to DOM, but can further push towards developing autonomous
robots which can operate in unstructured environments.

In recent years, there have been a few surveys on robotic
manipulation of deformable objects. Herguedas et al. [1]
surveyed works using multi-robot systems for DOM, while
Jimenez [2] focused on model-based manipulation planning.
The survey in [3] reviews and classifies the state-of-the-art
according to the object’s physical properties. More recently,
the authors of [4] present the state-of-the-art on deformable
object modeling for manipulation.

In contrast with the mentioned surveys which either focus
on reporting the progress of the field or a specific area in
DOM, this article aims at identifying challenges introduced by
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object deformation, and presents potential research directions.
We believe it is a first of its kind in the field of DOM.

A robotic framework designed to handle deformable objects
usually consists of five key components: hardware, sensing,
modeling, planning and control (See Fig. 2). In Sec. II, we
outline the key research that contributes to each of these com-
ponents. Then, in Sec. III, we discuss present-day challenges
and outlooks of the field of DOM. Finally, we summarize some
key messages in Sec. IV.

II. CURRENT CAPABILITY

In this section, we present recent results on DOM. For a
comprehensive review, the reader can refer to [3].

A. Hardware

Does manipulation of deformable objects demand specific
grippers as compared to that of rigid objects? Generally, yes
(see Fig. 3). Unlike rigid objects (which are mostly handled
with standard grippers), deformable objects are handled with
custom (and often designed ad-hoc) grippers, e.g. a 3D printed
gripper that enables cable sliding [5], a flat clip for holding
towels [6], a cylinder tool for pushing and tapping on plastic
materials [7], a soft hand for manipulating organs [8].

As for the robot itself, it is rigid in most works. In rare
cases, as for the surgical application showcased in [9] (Fig. 3
bottom right), both robot and object are deformable to ensure
safety of manipulation in confined environment.

In general, appropriate design and fabrication constraints
need to be considered for the gripper to mitigate the challenges
associated with autonomous manipulation of a deformable
object. For instance, ensuring a firm and safe grip is necessary
to avoid object slip and have stable manipulation.

B. Sensing

Existing research relies on vision, tactile and force sensing
to estimate the state of deformable objects. In most cases,
vision provdes global information about shapes on a large
scale; while force and tactile sensing provide local information
which covers both shape and contact. Force information is
particularly important in industrial settings, e.g., for assembly
[10], [11].

Vision is used in tasks such as ropes manipulation [12],
[13] or clothes unfolding [14], [15], where the object exhibits
large global deformation. In these works, researchers obtain
the configurations of deformable objects from raw image
readings. Although vision offers a global perspective of the
object’s configuration, visual data can be noisy in unstructured
environments, and sensitive to occlusions and light conditions.
Works that try to resolve these issues are [6], [16]. The
authors developed vision-based algorithms for estimating the
configuration of deformation objects with partial occlusion.

As the other commonly used perception modality, tactile
sensing measures local forces or deformations on the contact
surface. It directly measures the process of physical interaction
between robots and objects. Specifically, objects that are made
of soft materials have a special force-displacement correlation
upon contact. As a result, tactile sensing can be used to

estimate the stiffness of deformable materials, such as human
tissues and fruits. The stiffness information could be used in
control or manipulation tasks. Researchers in [17] measure
the stiffness of the material directly with a high-resolution
tactile sensor GelSight [18]. The GelSight is a vision-based
tactile sensor that measures the high-resolution 3D geometry
of the contact surface, as well as the normal and shear force.
With it, stiffness estimation can be done by directly modeling
the correlation between the change of geometry and normal
force. Comparably, Yamaguchi et al. [19] realized the grasp of
deformable and fragile object by using Finger Vision. Similar
goals could be achieved with tactile sensors that are of much
lower spatial resolution such as the case [20], when the object
geometry is relatively simple and the precision requirement is
low.

Note that the division of vision for global deformation and
tactile sensing for local deformation is not absolute. [21]
presents an example of using vision to estimate the local
deformation of objects during grasping, which the authors used
the information to classify objects. [22] shows an example
of using high-resolution tactile sensing to estimate the phys-
ical properties of clothing materials through squeezing, with
the assumption that robots could learn from the data about
indicating global properties of clothing according to a local
sampling point. [23] shows an example of servoing along a
cable based on high-resolution tactile sensing. Although vision
input is not used, the precise measurement of the local cable
shape provides enough information to guide robot motion on
a small scale.

C. Modeling
In order for robots to perform deformation tasks using data

from various sensing modalities, we need a deformation model
that captures the relationship between sensor information and
robot motion. In the literature, we distinguish local and global
models.

Most local models approximate the perception/action rela-
tionship via a Jacobian Matrix (called Interaction Matrix in
visual servoing). Such model is linear and can be computed
in real-time with a small amount of data. Yet, since it is a
local model, it should be continuously updated during task
execution. Model updating methods include: Broyden rules
[9], receding horizon adaption [24], local gradient descent
[25], QP-based optimization [26], and Multi-armed Bandit-
based methods [27]. Furthermore, one can design a simple
controller by inverting the Jacobian model. However, since
this controller only guarantees local convergence, it should
operate via a series of intermediate target shapes [24], [26].

On the other hand, global models can be approximated with
Finite Element Methods [28] and also (deep) neural networks.
In contrast to simple linear models, (D)NNs-based approaches
benefit from stronger representation power, in terms of accu-
racy and robustness [6]. These models can approximate highly
nonlinear systems and have a larger validity range, solving (to
some extent) the locality issue of the linear models. Neverthe-
less, these complex nonlinear representations demanding large
amounts of data (which might not be available in some cases).

Yet, whether we use analytical or learned models, their
predictive power will be limited. They are either specialized
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Fig. 2. A typical robotic framework for handling deformable objects. In this particular example, it is a dual arm robot for cable harness [5]

Fig. 3. Various robot hardware for DOM (from top down left to right): a
tool for pushing and tapping on plastic materials [7], flat clips for holding a
towel [6], a gripper allowing a cable to slide [5], a soft hand for manipulating
organs [8], and a soft robot interacting with deformable material [9]

to some class of tasks or learned from a set of training data.
Especially for the learned models, we can never hope to collect
enough data to produce an accurate model in the entire state
space (which is infinite dimensional). Thus [29] and [30] have
developed methods to reason about the validity of a (learned)
model for a given state and action and used these methods to
reason about model uncertainty in planning and control.

D. Planning
Planning contributes to solving the problem of limited

validity of local models, as discussed in Sect. II-C. The
planners often operate in the objects’ configuration space, and
sometimes rely heavily on physic-based simulation. While the
obtained plan can be visually plausible, it may be unrealizable
for a specific object, if the deformation parameters vary
and/or cannot be easily acquired. Recently, McConachie et. al.
presented a framework that combines global planning without
physics simulation and local control [31]. For elastic object,

considering its energy is another way to do planning, in this
direction, Ramirez-alpizar et al. [32] proposed a dual-arm
manipulation planner for elastic ring-shaped object by opti-
mizing the elastic energy. For DOM tasks involved multiple
robots, planning is important for coordination. Alonso-Mora
et. al. employed a distribute receding horizon planner for
transporting tasks that require multiple robots [33]. Machine
Learning is also employed to solve planning tasks, Tanaka
et al. [34] and Yang et al. [35] proposed a manipulation
planning method for cloth by using the neural network. More
recently, [36] learns a latent representation for semantic soft
object manipulation that enables (quasi) shape planning with
deformable objects.

With learning from demonstrations (LfD), the robot can
be trained to manipulate deformable objects by an expert
(usually a human). Instead of explicitly deriving a model,
LfD encodes the robot trajectory and interaction force from
human demonstrations [37], thus avoiding explicitly planning
the motion. More recently, Wu et al. have proposed a rein-
forcement learning scheme for DOM, which does not require
initial demonstration [38].

E. Control

A number of different control algorithms have been applied
for interaction with deformable object. In [39], the authors
employed model predictive control for cutting tasks with rich
contact. For safe interaction in minimally invasive surgery,
the authors of [40] used a fuzzy compensator with impedance
control.

For shape control, the controller can be designed on top
of the deformation model. While global models directly map
sensor data to robot motion, local models must be inverted to
calculate the robot motion (see Sec. II-C). Instead of extracting
low dimensional image features as states, Aranda et al.,
proposed a Shape-from-Template algorithm that allow multiple
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Fig. 4. Radar graph showing the importance (green lines) versus research
maturity (pink lines) of each of the five subareas, averaged over the responses
of the speakers at the Workshop on managing deformation in robotics (IROS
2020). The ratings span from 1 (not important/low maturity) to 4 (very
important/high maturity).

robots to control large deformation. Several applications of
the control scheme for robotic manipulation of deformable
objects can be found in 3C manufacturing [41], [42], where
vision-based controllers were proposed to drive the robot to
automatically grasp/contact the deformable object then carry
out the task of active deformation or separation/sorting; the
results were applied to replace the existing labor-intensive
manual works in the current process.

A sequential control scheme was proposed for the overall
shape control of deformable linear objects (DLOs) in [43],
where the control objects were specified as a series of regions.
Such a formulation can help to deal with the conflicts among
multiple features along the DLO and also guarantee the
controllability where the control inputs are not less than the
error outputs, because other features can move freely (i.e. not
to be controlled) inside the regions when the target feature is
being manipulated.

III. CHALLENGES AND OUTLOOK

Despite the recent advances mentioned above, robotic ma-
nipulation of deformable objects is a relatively new and
emerging field of research. To position the current research
and identify future trends, we conducted a survey with the
invited speakers of recent technical workshop on this subject;
We asked them to rate the importance and research maturity
of each module of the suggested robotic framework (Fig. 2)
in the context of deformable object manipulation. The ratings
are from 1 to 4, with 1 being not important/low maturity and
4 being very important/high maturity (see Fig. 4).

We consider the promising direction of research as the ones
that have the highest significance and the lowest research ma-
turity. Based on the survey, while all subareas are of relevance
and require further investigation, sensing is undoubtedly the
most promising one.

In this section, we identify unsolved challenges and present
the outlook for future research in each subarea. Besides these,
we dedicate the last section to remarks on data-driven methods
for DOM.

(a) strawberry picking (b) sample from coral reef.

Fig. 5. Examples of interaction with fragile objects, which could benefit from
the use of soft robots. (a) Strawberry picking [44]. (b) Taking samples of the
coral reef.

A. Hardware
On the gripper side, as discussed in Sect. II, deformable

objects often demand non-standard tools for specific tasks.
There are two potential directions to resolve this: either via
hardware design or via algorithm development. On the hard-
ware side, the community demands novel grippers, capable of
interacting with diverse deformable objects. Instead of relying
on a versatile gripper, one may use a standard gripper and
provide the different tools for manipulation. This demands
breakthroughs on the algorithmic side, to make the robot
identify and select the proper tools for each task. Training
the robot to use task specific tools will enhance autonomy
and make robots tackle more complex tasks.

Another area worth investigation concerns soft robotics, as
they have great potential for manipulating fragile materials,
such as organs or food, or for collecting biological samples
or fruits (see Fig. 5). While traditional rigid robots need
to exhibit compliant behavior when interacting with these
objects, the inherent compliance of soft robots makes the task
safe. This unconventional paradigm of using soft robot to
manipulate soft deformable objects will bring new challenges
in modeling and control as both the robot and the object are
then under-actuated. Another interesting research question to
consider is whether methods can be transferred from one field
to the other. To be more specific, can methods concerning
controlling/modeling soft robots be applied to manipulating
deformable objects and vice versa? If so, as a community, it
may be valuable to obtain a unified approach for working with
both soft robots and deformable objects.

B. Sensing
Sensing concerns with selection of appropriate sensors rel-

evant for the DOM task and using the measurements to obtain
meaningful representations of the object. In Sect. II-B, we
discussed the use of vision, tactile and force sensors for DOM
tasks. Since deformations are caused by forces, robots often
rely on force/tactile sensors in DOM applications. However,
force/tactile sensors only give local information about the
object’s stiffness. For objects exhibiting large deformation
such as fabrics and cables, vision is preferable. Vision senses
deformation from the shape changes. It is probably the most
commonly used modality for DOM. Although it offers a global
perspective of the object’s shape, visual data can be noisy
in unstructured environments, and sensitive to occlusions and
light conditions. Considering infinite DoFs of the deformable
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bodies, fusion of different sensing modalities may be a promis-
ing direction to pursue in future research.

Another research question to be answered here is: what
yields a good representation of the object configuration? We
(acknowledgedly) do not have a complete answer to this;
rather, we will elaborate on the utility of such representation.

The object’s representation is used as: 1) a feedback signal
for control purposes, 2) state variables embedding the object
deformation. The two usages have profound implications on
choosing the type of representation. When the representation
is used as a feedback signal, one challenge is that it must
be robust to noise and useful for reconstructing the objects’
configuration – even when data are partially unavailable. In
vision, the most common noise is occlusion. For rigid objects,
one can carefully design the environment to avoid it. For
deformable objects that exhibit large global deformation such
as clothes, bed sheets etc, self occlusion is inevitable when
manipulation. How to generate a meaningful representation of
these objects under self occlusion is still an open problem in
research.

When used as state variables, the challenge of getting a
good representation involves leveraging two aspects:

1) the dimensionality of the representation,
2) the accuracy of the representation.

A lower dimensionality of the representation is desired for
reducing computation load and enhancing the convergence for
control tasks that regulate deformation/shape. Yet, it could
lead to a less accurate representation. A low accuracy may
result in convergence in represented states but not in the actual
(real) shapes. On the other hand, a larger dimensionality of
representation often results in better accuracy in representing
the object’s configuration, but is less robust to noisy data and
may hinder global convergence performance.

C. Modeling

The complexity of modeling is manifested in the lack of
good simulators. While most of existing robotics simulators
are capable of producing rigid body kinematics and dynamic
behaviours, only a fraction of them can handle deformation.
In Tab. I, we presents common list of simulators used in
robotics and whether they can handle deformable objects.
A new simulator, Softgym [45] was recently proposed for
bench-marking DOM, but it is currently lacking the capability
of adding robots into the simulation environment (requires
permission from Nvidia).

TABLE I
ROBOTIC SIMULATORS AND THEIR ABILITY TO HANDLE DEFORMABLE

OBJECTS

Simulators handles deformation objects physics engine
V-rep/CoppeliaSim No N/A

Mujoco Limited ability in V.2.0.0 after Mujoco
Gazebo No N/A
Pybullet Yes bullet physics

When choosing a model for control, one challenge of data-
driven deformation modeling is to balance region of validity
with number of data required for training. A linear model
requires very little data to train, yet, it is valid only near

the operating point where the model is constructed (which
complicates global convergence). A nonlinear model such as
(D)NNs, on the other hand, could have a much larger region
of validity, at the cost of larger amount of data for training
(which also poses challenges).

One possible direction is to combine both approaches,
having a linear model at lower level, while a (D)NNs learns
the full model at higher level. The lower level model can be
learned in very few iterations and enables instant interaction
between the robot and object. The higher level (D)NNs can
collect data and improve the model to enhance global conver-
gence.

Another prospect is to include a physical (mechanical)
model of the object, which is often neglected especially as
machine learning and data-driven method are currently prevail-
ing within the robotics community. For instance, a model can
be deduced from connections of mass-spring-damper systems;
then, the model parameters can be obtained by minimizing the
object’s total energy. Using a model can significantly reduce
the parameters that needs to be optimized/learned. Moreover,
with a physical model, we can better understand the interaction
and setting constraints to avoid damaging the object. This can
be helpful for addressing complex interactions such as between
a soft robot and a deformable object, as mentioned in Sect.
III-A.

D. Planning

A rigid object configuration can be described in space
with 6 DoFs, whereas a deformable object configuration has
infinite DoFs. To address this from the sensing algorithm side,
one can find a compact representation from sensory data,
as discussed in Sect. III-B. An alternative, which receives
much less attention, is the use of environmental contacts to
constrain some DoFs of deformable objects. It is easier to
handle a deformable object once the object’s configuration
DoFs are constrained. Examples include the use of contact
points in cable harness or that of flat surfaces when folding
clothes. We argue that instead of planning to avoid contacts
as most planners do, for deformable objects, we need to plan
to make contact, since this constrains the configuration DoFs
and therefore simplifies the task.

Planning to grasp the correct point is often crucial in DOM
tasks. For instance, in folding, grasping at convex vertices of
the clothes guarantees stability and facilitate the task execution
[46]. Re-grasp planning is highly relevant when considering
tasks that requires multiple robotic arms. Additional challenges
come from perception, since as soon as the robot releases one
or more grasp(s), the object is likely to change its configura-
tion. We rely on sensing to track configuration changes and
then plan accordingly. The re-grasping problem is particularly
challenging for cloth, bed sheet or similar objects; when letting
go of the grasp, re-planning the grasping point becomes very
difficult.

Another important direction for future work in planning is
reasoning about a deformable object at a semantic level. What
does it mean for a cloth to be folded? What does it mean for
an object to be wrapped in paper? We cannot manually specify
all the configurations of the deformable object to use as goals
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in these kinds of tasks. Instead, we need a way to learn the
meaning of semantic concepts, such as folded or wrapped, so
that we can determine if a given configuration of the object is
a valid goal.

E. Control
As for control, we distinguish between model-based and

model free control. Due to the complexity of modeling the
deformation, when using the model to derive control policies,
the controller has to take in account that the model will be
inaccurate or even wrong.

For the model-based method, although the parameters can
be experimentally calibrated, any modeling bias during the
calibration compromises the accuracy of the model. Even the
model can be calibrated with sufficient accuracy, it is not
flexible to re-calibrate the model every time when a new
deformable object is to be manipulated or when a new feature
of object is introduced.

The model-free approaches do not require the information
about the deformation parameters or the structure of the
deformation model. In the case of model-free approaches, such
as LfD or (Deep) reinforcement learning, the challenges are
efficient use of data and policy generalization. To address the
issues, one way is to combine the offline and the online learn-
ing methods, where both are model-free. In the offline phase,
the supervised network can be trained to estimate the model,
by collecting the pairs of a series of the predefined inputs (e.g.,
the velocity of the robot end effector) and the deformation of
the object. The estimated model in the offline phase can be
further updated online during the control task with adaption
techniques (e.g., the adaptive NNs), to compensate the errors
due to insufficient training in the offline phase or the changes
of the deformation model. Hence, both complement each other.

When multiple features on the deformable object are con-
trolled in parallel, it is an under-actuated systems where the
control inputs are less than the errors output. In such a
system, the robot controller should be able to deal with the
conflicts between multiple features or decouple the control of
multiple features probably in a sequential manner, such that
the controllability is guaranteed.

For high-speed applications, the design of robot controller
should take the dynamic model into account. Such a formu-
lation suits the nature of the high-speed control, which can
theoretically guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system.

In addition, due to the deformation during the control task,
the contact between the robot end effector and the deformable
object may not be always maintained. Most existing systems
commonly require a certain level of human assistance to
initiate the contact or re-establish it when the contact is lost
during the task. To improve the autonomy, the robot controller
should be able to automatically grasp or touch the object first
whenever the physical contact is lost, laying the foundation
of the subsequent manipulation task. Such a capability allows
the robot to effectively deal with the unforeseen changes due
to the deformation.

F. Remarks on data-driven methods
Recently, we have witnessed a tremendous development

of data-driven approaches in all fields of robotics research.

This trend also holds for the manipulation of deformable
objects. In our opinion, this success is consistent with the
observation that sensing is the area that requires the most
further investigation (see Fig. 4). In contrast to pure data
processing tasks such as segmentation or identification in the
field of computer vision, DOM requires using the processed
data for interaction with deformation. For this, insights of
physical properties might result in better interaction while also
making learning more efficient. When applying model-based
or data-driven methods in DOM, the fundamental question to
ask is: which DOM problems cannot be solved with model-
based approaches, but only using data-driven methods? and
vice versa. When the problems can be modeled accurately with
mathematical equations, it is unnecessary to re-learn models.
For complex behaviors that cannot be modeled accurately,
data-driven methods are to be preferred.

IV. SUMMARY AND KEY MESSAGES

The revolution of robots from automating repetitive tasks
to humanizing robot behaviours is taking place with better
hardware, robust sensing capabilities, accurate modeling, in-
creasingly versatile planning and advance control. Manipula-
tion of deformable objects breaks fundamental assumptions
in robotics such as rigidity, known dynamics models, low
dimensional space. It therefore requires breakthroughs in all
the areas mentioned above, and serves as a great test-bench
for novel ideas in both robotic hardware and software.

In terms of hardware, recently, the community has been
shifting more and more from rigid to soft robots. Robotic ma-
nipulation is also gradually shifting from rigid to deformable
objects. One open question is if some of the algorithms in one
field are transferable to the other? We imagine the interaction
between a soft robots with deformable objects will bring more
challenges to the robotic community.

Sensing plays a vital part in robotics manipulation of
deformable objects. Depending on the nature and complexity
of the task, one or fusing multiple sensing modalities may be
needed. Machine learning will facilitate the development of
robust algorithms to process data from different sensors, to
generate meaningful representations of deformation.

All models are wrong, some are useful. We do not believe
there exists the “best” model for deformation. While more and
more models tend to be data-driven, we would like to draw
the readers’ attention to the importance of physical models.

For planning, current research lacks a high level semantic
reasoning of DOM task. Furthermore, while often the purpose
of planning is to avoid contact and collision, we argue that for
DOM, it can be very useful to plan for contact.

Under-actuation is a key challenge of DOM due to the
infinite number of degree of of freedom of deformable bodies.
Another practical issue introduced with deformation is contact
lost during manipulation, future controller should be able to
detect contact lost and react to it.
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